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e. snap camera makes your device less secure and limits the ability of other applications to
directly communicate with your camera. please note that snap camera does not support
password protection on your camera and does not provide any additional security beyond
the login information and password you provide. 6. the documentation sets forth additional
terms that you may also use with snap camera and may be referenced during the terms of
use or end user license agreement found at www.snap.com/consumer. you may also see and
read the end user license agreement at snap.com. 7. snap reserves the right to modify the
documentation at any time. the newest version of the documentation will be posted at
snap.com/consumer and the latest version of the terms of use or end user license agreement
will appear at the same location. snap reserves the right to make changes to, discontinue,
suspend, limit, or restrict the use of snap camera or any of its features (including
documentation) without notice, and without liability to you. snap group limited may
terminate, or may agree not to develop or distribute snap camera in, any country or region
at snap group limited's sole discretion, without notice to you. snap group limited may stop
providing snap camera to you at any time. the snap camera software is a service provided by
snap and snap group limited and is for your personal, non-commercial use only and is
subject to this agreement. except as provided in section 13 below, snap and snap group
limited make no representation and warrant that the snap camera software will always be
available. snap is not liable for the performance or results of the snap camera software. snap
does not warrant that snap camera will work under all hardware and software conditions and
on all operating systems.
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limitation of liability.snap is not liable for any direct, incidental, indirect, consequential,
exemplary, punitive, special, or other damages, including lost data, revenues, profits,

business, or other income or loss, arising from or related to your use of snap camera, the
snap website, or the documentation or service you obtained through snap camera or snap
website, or from other sources. although snap makes reasonable efforts to ensure that all

software documentation is accurate, complete, and current at the time of distribution, snap
is not liable for any errors or omissions in the software documentation. the site and software
documentation are provided on an “as is” and “as available” basis. f. you agree to: not use

snap camera to take pictures of people without their consent; not use snap camera in
violation of any applicable law or regulation; not share snap camera with others without

snap's prior written consent; to not use snap camera in excess of the licenses set forth in the
snap camera end user license agreement below; not acquire snap camera through any

unauthorized source; not remove or disable any copy of snap camera from your system; not
make any changes to snap camera and/or remove any snap camera documentation that

were included with snap camera; and not create snap camera files except on a snap desktop
image, on the snap website, in the snap mac app, or on snap devices. snap camera end user
license agreement: snap, inc. (“snap”), a delaware corporation with offices at 10201 warm

springs way, fremont, california 94539, usa (the “company”), provides all users of snap
camera (“snap camera”) a software application and accompanying documentation,

published as an application image for computers running the apple os x operating system.
snap grants to its users a nonexclusive, limited, non-assignable, non-transferable license to

use snap camera (including certain use cases made available by snap to users of snap
camera) on one apple computer per user for personal, educational, non-commercial, and
personal use only (the “license”). snap is the sole and exclusive owner of all copyrights,

trade secrets, patents, trademarks and other intellectual property (“intellectual property”)
that are owned or used by the company. snap is entitled to fix or modify any of the snap
camera at any time. snap reserves all rights not expressly granted in this agreement. the

company may terminate your license, or your entitlement to it at any time, with or without
cause. 5ec8ef588b
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